
MOTTS

003789 - Applesauce Cinnamon
The original, delicious treat, Mott's Cinnamon Applesauce is the perfect snack or meal companion. It's a good source of Vitamin C and free of cholesterol. Bringing the best of the
orchard to your household, Mott's helps families enjoy delicious fruit goodness every day. The apple juice and sauce brand is dedicated to giving moms easy ways to help their
families be their very best. Mott's has a strong heritage and has been the trusted apple juice and sauce brand since 1842. Mott's hold the apples to a very high standard, that's
why the products pack lots of delicious fruit flavor from ripe apples into every serving. Enjoy Mott's in a variety of pack types including pouches, cups, jugs, juice boxes and jars;
so whether you're home with your family or on-the-go and in need of a snack, Mott's has a product for you. We also offer an extensive suite of flavors so you can add variety in
your snacking. Mott's 100% Apple juice comes in refreshing flavors like Apple Cherry, Apple White Grape and
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EXCELLENT SOURCE OF VITAMIN

APPLES, HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN
SYRUP, WATER, ASCORBIC ACID
(VITAMIN C), CINNAMON,
NATURAL FLAVOR.

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

MOTTS Mott's LLP Snapple Beverage Corp. Fruit, Canned & Frozen

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

10025270 003789 00014800002850 4 4 / 48 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

11.5lb 9.5lb No USA No No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

13.31in 10.63in 6.4in 0.52ft3 12x8 360DAYS 50°F / 90°F
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